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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a framework for the computer-
aided evolution of the designs of object-oriented software
systems. Evolution mechanisms are software structures that
prepare software for certain type of evolutions. The frame-
work uses a database which holds the evolution mecha-
nisms, modeled as template graph transformations, with the
supported evolution types. To evolve the software, the de-
signer enters the type of evolution and provides the names
of the software entities that are going to be evolved. The
framework fetches the evolution mechanisms, converts the
design to a graph model and applies the transformations.
As an application of the framework, we implemented a tool
for computer-aided evolution that uses object-oriented evo-
lution mechanisms.

Keywords: Software Evolution, Object-Oriented Evolu-
tion, Design patterns, Graph Transformation.

1 Introduction

In order to stay on the market and meet users’ demands,
software systems have to evolve [12]. Anticipated changes
(or evolutions) are changes to the software that are fore-
seen [4]. By using certain software structures (e.g. virtual
methods and design patterns [8]) it is possible to prepare the
software for anticipated evolutions (by prepare we mean the
evolution can be implemented with minor modifications to
the existing software entities). We call these software struc-
tures evolution mechanisms.

∗This work has been carried out as a part of the DARWIN project at
Philips Healthcare under the responsibilities of the Embedded Systems In-
stitute (ESI). This project is partially supported by the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs under the BSIK program.

Organizations usually use some evolution mechanisms
in order to cope with anticipated evolutions. At the initial
design these mechanisms are implemented in software enti-
ties where the anticipated evolutions are expected. Thus,
when these evolutions happen, they can be implemented
easily because the software is already prepared. Implement-
ing the evolution mechanisms at the initial design can re-
quire extra effort; however, the assumption is that this extra
effort pays off during the implementation of the anticipated
changes.

Usually, the software evolution mechanisms are not well
documented. Thus, in order to evolve the software, the de-
signer may have to find the used evolution mechanism from
the software artifacts (source code or UML models [3]),
which requires unnecessary effort and reduces the efficiency
of using evolution mechanisms. To address this problem,
we have built a tool, that takes the types of evolutions the
designer desires and the design of the software system as
an input, then recognizes the evolution mechanism imple-
mented and, finally, evolves the system by following the
constraints of the evolution mechanism.

Our tool, which we call Computer-Aided Design Evolver
(CDE), works in three steps: At the first step, the designer
enters the types of evolutions she/he wants with the names
of the software entities that are going to be evolved. We
call these evolution types evolution instructions and they
do not contain information about the evolution mechanism.
At the second step, template graph transformations of the
mechanisms that support these evolution instructions are
extracted. These transformations are bound (instantiated)
to the software entities by adding the names supplied in
the evolution instructions. At the final step, the instanti-
ated transformation rules are fed into a graph transforma-
tion tool together with the current design of the system. The
graph transformation tool applies the transformation rules
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and outputs the evolved version of the design. If the origi-
nal design of the software system does not use an evolution
mechanism that matches the evolution instruction, the de-
sign can not be evolved automatically. Thus, our system
can also be used to check whether the design contains the
evolution mechanisms required by the evolution instruction.
In summary, the contribution of this paper is to provide a
framework and a tool, establishing:

1. a formal basis for evolving the designs of the object-
oriented software systems.

2. guidelines to developers on how to evolve the design
with aid of computers.

In the literature, software (design) evolution based on
patterns has been investigated ( [5], [11], [2]) and graph
transformations are proposed in various studies ( [18], [16]).
A limitation of the graph transformation based approaches
is that they only provide evolutions of design patterns. Be-
sides this, the designer has to supply the design pattern and
the type of evolution on that design pattern she/he desires.
In our framework, the designer uses evolution instructions
that allow the designer to specify desired evolutions without
the knowledge of the underlying evolution mechanism.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the framework of the CDE tool.
After giving an introduction to the framework, we apply it to
object oriented systems. Section 3 describes how we model
object oriented systems as graphs. Section 4 describes the
evolution instructions, the object oriented evolution mecha-
nisms and the conversion from instructions to mechanisms.
An application of the tool in a simple object-oriented design
is given in section 5. Section 6 details the software system
model to graph-based model conversion. Section 7 presents
some alternative approaches and finally section 8 gives the
conclusions and the future work.

2 Computer-Aided Design Evolution Frame-
work

The framework has two sets of activities; the activities
involved in the preparation of the use the CDE tool and the
activities executed by the tool. Below we list the activi-
ties that are involved in the preparation of the use for the
CDE tool; some of these activities are executed manually
and some by other tools (for example the software design to
graph model converter):

1. Finding evolution mechanisms used by the organiza-
tion.

2. Making a list that contains the evolution mechanisms,
the type of evolutions each mechanism supports, with

their constraints. For example, with method overrid-
ing it is possible to change the implementation of a
method; however, if the class to be inherited from is
final then we cannot use it.

3. Modeling the evolution mechanisms using a modeling
language (e.g. UML).

4. Creating a meta-model describing how the software
system can be modeled using graphs.

5. Creating the evolution instructions. The syntax of the
evolution instructions is of the form type_of_evolution
(parameter1, parameter2,...). Here, the parameters are
used to define the changing parts of the software and
the type of evolution is used to describe the desired
evolution. For example, changeImplementation(sort,
mergeSort) is the evolution instruction for changing
the implementation of sort to mergeSort. If method
overriding is the evolution mechanism to apply this
change, then sort should be a method.

6. Using the graph meta-model, the evolution mech-
anisms are modeled as graph transformation rules,
which are used by the CDE tool to evolve the design.
We call the graph transformation form of an evolution
mechanism evolution operator. It is important to note
here that the evolution operators are stored in a tem-
plate form. That is, they do not include names of
software entities. The reason for this is to increase
the reusability of the framework: the same evolution
mechanism and type can be used for different products
of the organization.

7. Converting the software system design to the graph
based model.

The inputs to the CDE tool are the evolution instructions
with the names of the software entities that are going to be
evolved, and the system design. Below we list the activities
executed by the CDE tool:

1. Creating the evolution operators database. When the
CDE tool is started with the parameter -db <evolution
instruction> <graph model file>, it inserts the given
instruction and graph model to the evolution operators
database.

2. Fetching the evolution operators that match the in-
structions from the evolution operators database.

3. Instantiating the template graph transformation by
adding the names of the software entities.

4. Preparing the graph rewriting system, which contains
the evolution operators and the graph form of the de-
sign of the software system.
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Figure 1. The meta-model of the graph model
used for modeling object oriented systems

5. Executing the graph transformation system and deliv-
ering the evolved graph model and the guidelines to
the designer/developer. We use GROOVE [17] as the
graph transformation tool.

In this paper, we use the framework and the CDE tool
for the computer aided evolution of object-oriented sys-
tems. Thus, the meta-model we describe shows how object-
oriented systems can be modeled using graphs; this meta-
model is detailed in the next section. Object-orientation has
mechanisms, such as design patterns and inheritance, that
can be used to evolve the software. We use these mecha-
nisms as evolution mechanisms, thus the evolution instruc-
tions we present in this paper describe the type of evolutions
these mechanisms support; this is detailed in section 4.

The steps involved in modeling the evolution mecha-
nisms using graphs and converting the software design to
the graph model can be automated. Because we apply the
framework to object-oriented software systems, we have
modified the open source UML editor ArgoUML [1] to ex-
port UML class and sequence diagrams to the graph-based
model. Furthermore, the evolved design, output of the
graph transformation tool, can be imported to ArgoUML to
display the evolved UML diagrams. Thus, with these modi-
fications to ArgoUML, we automate the preparation activity
7. We describe the details of our modifications to ArgoUML
in section 6.

3 Graph Model for Object Oriented Systems

The meta-model of our graph model for object-oriented
systems is presented in Figure 1. Kastenberg et al. [10] pro-
vide a detailed graph model that captures all execution se-
mantics of object-oriented systems. Our model is based on
their model; however, we make certain abstractions. For

Table 1. Evolution Mechanisms of Object Ori-
ented Systems

Evolution Mechanism Type of Evolution

Strategy Pattern implementation change
Method Overriding implementation change
Bridge Pattern implementation change
Decorator Pattern extending implementa-

tion
Method Overriding
with super call

extend implementation

Visitor Pattern extending interface
Adapter Pattern changes in interface

example, our model does not include every statement in a
method’s implementation; we only include Call and return
statements. The reasons for these abstractions are: 1) the
model can be created from the design of the software and
at design time not every detail about a software system is
known 2) to model evolution and evolution mechanisms it is
important to capture the communication between software
entities (e.g. methods).

In our model, we use the same abbreviations used by
Kastenberg et al. [10]. Thus, Decl stands for declaration,
Oper stands for operation and Var stands for variable. The
model has two parts; a static and a dynamic part. The static
part represents the typing relations between object types
(i.e. the classes and interfaces) and the attributes and the
methods (operations) they have. The object-types are mod-
eled with nodes labeled with ObjectType. The sub-typing
relation between object-types are shown with edges labeled
with superType. Abstract methods are represented by oper-
ation declaration nodes (nodes with label OperDecl). The
label OperImpl is used to model that an operation is imple-
mented. A signature node is drawn for each distinct method
signature in the system. Thus, to model a method over-
riding, both the overridden and overriding operation imple-
mentation nodes are connected to the same signature node.

The dynamic parts of the model show the call rela-
tions with instances of object-types. In order to find which
method is being called, the model employs two edges. The
first one, labeled calledSignature, identifies the called sig-
nature and is drawn from a call node to a signature node.
The second edge, labeled referenceVar, is drawn from the
call node to a variable declaration node to identify the type
of receiver of the call. For example, for the call a.foo(), the
called declaration edge is drawn to a signature node whose
name is foo and has no parameters and the reference vari-
able edge is drawn to a variable declaration node with name
a. In case the call has to pass parameters, a paramValue
edge is drawn from the call node to the variable declara-
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tion node whose value is going to be passed. The object
nodes represent the objects in the system. The connection
from an object-type to an object (edges with label instance)
describes whose instance the object is and the connection
from a variable declaration node to an object (edges with
label instanceValue), describes which instance the variable
holds.

4 Evolution instructions and mechanisms for
object oriented systems

4.1 Evolution mechanisms and types of
evolutions they support

A prerequisite for the computer-aided design evolution
framework is finding the evolution mechanisms and defin-
ing the types of evolutions they support. In this subsec-
tion, we provide an example for this step using the evolu-
tion mechanisms of object-oriented systems; we provide a
sample list of mechanisms with the type of evolutions they
support in Table 1.

4.2 Evolution Instructions

Once the evolution mechanisms and the types of evolu-
tions they support are found, these types are used to formu-
late the evolution instructions. An important aspect of these
instructions is parameterizing the names of the software en-
tities.For example, the strategy pattern allows an implemen-
tation of a method to be changed. Thus, it works on two
software entities, the name of the method whose implemen-
tation is going to change and the name of the implementa-
tion and these names should be passed to the mechanism.

In Table 2, we present the evolution instructions for the
evolution types described in the previous subsection. These
instructions follow a syntax similar to the function calls of
C or similar languages. The major reason for this is to pro-
vide a familiar syntax to designers, so the language can be
adopted easily. The parameters of the instructions do not
enforce which software entities the evolution mechanisms
are going to work with (e.g. methods or classes). With this
notation the designer does not need to know the underlying
evolution mechanism. It is the job of the CDE tool to find
the implemented evolution mechanism and evolve the de-
sign accordingly. This allows us to overcome the problem
of undocumented evolution mechanisms.

Table 2, is in fact the evolution operators database
formed and used the by CDE tool (the real database con-
tains a pointer to file or directory containing the graph trans-
formation or transformations of the evolution mechanism).
As can be seen from the table, some evolution instructions
can be achieved with more than one evolution mechanism.

Table 2. Evolution Operators Database
Instruction Evolution Mechanism

changeImplementation (ofEn-
tity, toNewImplementation)

Strategy Pattern.

changeImplementation (ofEn-
tity, toNewImplementation)

Method Overriding.

changeImplementation (ofEn-
tity, toNewImplementation)

Bridge Pattern.

extendImplementation (ofEn-
tity, withImplementation)

Method Overriding with
super call.

extendImplementation (ofEn-
tity, withImplementation)

Decorator Pattern.

changeInterface (ofEntity,
toNewInterface)

Adapter Pattern.

addInterface (ofEntity, newIn-
terface)

Visitor Pattern.

For such instructions, the CDE tool forms the graph pro-
duction system with the graph transformations (i.e. the
graph model) of each mechanism. The transformations only
match when the initial design includes the evolution mech-
anism. Thus, if there is no match, then the designer can
conclude that none of the evolution mechanisms are in the
design. As a result, our framework can also be used at the
initial design by the designer to evaluate whether the evolu-
tion mechanisms for the anticipated changes are in the de-
sign or not.

4.3 Evolution Mechanisms as template
graph transformations

The evolution operators (the graph models of the evo-
lution mechanisms) should not include the names of the
software entities they work on for them to be general (i.e.
applicable on more then one place). To achieve this, the
evolution operators are modeled by marking the names of
the entities with a special string that signals the CDE tool to
replace this string with the name of the software entity. We
call these models with special strings template graph trans-
formations. In Figure 2-(a), we present the template graph
transformation for the strategy pattern. A graph transforma-
tion rule in GROOVE is represented as follows: The thick
(green) nodes and edges represent the graph elements that
are going be added to the graph. The dashed (blue) nodes
and edges represent the graph elements that are going to
be deleted from the graph. All other edges and nodes are
required to occur in the graph to say that this rule has an oc-
currence in the source graph (i.e. the rule matches). When a
rule matches to a graph, the graph elements that are marked
to be deleted in the transformation rule are removed and the
graph elements that are marked to be added are added to
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Template graph model of the strategy pattern; the names of software entities are param-
eterized. (b) Initialized graph model for the strategy pattern for the evolution instruction changeImple-
mentation(sort, mergeSort).

the graph. The thick (red) dashed nodes are the negative
application conditions [9]; their presence in the graph pre-
vent the rule from matching. Here, we only describe how
a graph transformation rule works in GROOVE, interested
readers on the subject of graph transformations are referred
to the literature [7].

The strategy pattern is used to implement the evolution
instruction changeImplementation (Table 2). In Figure 2-
(a), the name of the method whose implementation is going
to change is labeled with "name=ofEntity". This string sig-
nals the CDE tool to replace it with the value of the parame-
ter ofEntity of the evolution instruction changeImplementa-
tion. We call the process of replacing the signal string with
the values of the evolution instructions instantiation. In Fig-
ure 2-(b), we present the instantiated graph model of the
strategy pattern for the evolution instruction changeImple-
mentation(sort, mergesort). When this rule is applied to the
design that uses the strategy pattern, an object-type named
mergeSort that implements the method sort is added.

Some evolution mechanisms may not be modeled with
one graph transformation. In such cases, all the graph trans-
formation rules modeling the evolution mechanism is put
into a directory and this directory is passed to the CDE
tool. For example, modeling method override mechanisms
requires an iteration over the sub-types of the object type
declaring the method that is going to be overridden. We
modeled this evolution mechanism with 3 graph transfor-
mation rules: the first one identifies the object type declar-
ing the method, the second one iterates over the sub-types
and the third one adds the new object-type and the overrid-
ing method.

5 Example

Assume we have the design of the software system
whose class diagram is given in Figure 3-(a) and whose se-
quence diagram is given in Figure 3-(b). Also assume that
we want to change the implementation of sort to merge-
Sort. We first convert this design to a graph model using Ar-
goUML; we present the graph model of the class quickSort
in Figure 3-(b). Then, the evolution instruction changeIm-
plementation(sort,mergeSort) is passed to the CDE tool (in
a text file). The CDE tool fetches the evolution operators
(the template graph transformations in GXL format) for all
evolution mechanisms that support this evolution from the
evolution operators database (Table 2). The CDE tool, then,
adds the names sort and mergeSort to the appropriate places
in the template rules and forms the graph rewriting sys-
tem. Lastly, the CDE tool launches GROOVE to execute
the graph rewriting system.

It can be seen from the evolution database presented in
Table 2 that 3 evolution operators support the evolution in-
struction changeImplementation. The graph rewriting sys-
tem created by the CDE tool contains 5 graph transforma-
tion rules; 3 for method override, 1 for strategy and 1 for
bridge. Figure 4 shows GROOVE with the graph-based
model of the example system design, the graph rewrit-
ing system with the 5 graph transformation rules and the
matches of each transformation rule (shown with text Match
under the transformation rule). Since the example design
does not contain the bridge pattern, the transformation rule
for the bridge pattern does not have a match. However,
the transformation rules methodOverrideMark and strategy
have matches. Clicking on each match applies the transfor-
mation rule.

For this example, the transformation rule method over-
ride matches to 2 different locations in the design be-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. a) A sample system design that uses strategy pattern b) The sequence diagram explaining
the call relations c) the graph model for the class quickSort, d) the class diagram resulting from the
evolution instruction changeImplementation(sort,mergeSort)

cause there are two object-types that declared the method
sort. Clicking on one of these matches marks one of these
types as candidates for sub-typing. After this rule, the rule
methodOverrideSubType matches which adds a object-type
with name mergeSort. The transformation rule method-
OverrideIterate matches when the object-type SortAlgo-
rithm is marked as a candidate for sub-typing and this rule
marks one of the sub-types of this type as a candidate
(which can then be sub-typed with the rule methodOver-
rideSubType). The transformation rule strategy matches to
1 location and when clicked this rule simply adds the object-
type mergeSort as a sub-type of object-type SortAlgorithm.
Using GROOVE, the evolved graph-model can be saved,
which can then be imported to ArgoUML to display the
evolved class diagram. Figure 3-(d), shows the class dia-
gram resulting from the application the transformation rule
modeling strategy pattern.

6 Software design to graph model conver-
sion: modifications to ArgoUML

As discussed before, the graph model consists of two
parts: the static and the dynamic part. The information
required in the static part of the model is located in UML
class diagrams and the information for the dynamic parts is
located in UML sequence or collaboration diagrams. Thus,
class diagrams and sequence or collaborations diagrams are
required to generate the graph model of the software system

Figure 4. GROOVE tool displaying the trans-
formation rules for evolution instruction
changeImplementation(sort,mergeSort).

(or an execution scenario of the system). In this section, we
detail how the conversion from UML class and sequence
diagrams can be made.

Our model only supports communication between ob-
jects when one of the objects has a pointer to the other
object. Thus, the Association, Aggregation and Compos-
ite relations between the classes in the class diagrams are
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converted to attributes. For example, an association relation
from class A to class B is converted to an attribute of class
A with type B; we use name of the relation (i.e. the name of
the association arrow or the name of the end with the arrow
head) as the name of the attribute. To be able to export a
call action, the sequence diagram should supply the name
of the reference variable. This can be either supplied as the
name of the message or the name of the call action; the ex-
porter supports both notations. We create an instance for
each new object encountered in the sequence diagram (this
also applies for the parameters of methods). Object repre-
sentations (i.e. the UML classifiers) with the same name
and type in the sequence diagram refer to the same object;
we follow this rule also in the exportation process and create
one object node for each such object.

We have extended the ArgoUML [1] UML modeling
tool, to save the class and sequence diagrams as graph-
based models and to create UML class diagrams from the
graph-based models. The main motivation in choosing Ar-
goUML is that it supports sequence diagram editing and
loading XMI files with sequence diagrams. To create the
graph model, the user has to input the names of the class di-
agram and the sequence diagram that are going to be used.
Once these names are entered, the exporter first exports
the class diagram and then exports the sequence diagram.
During the exporting process, errors in the model are also
checked (for example, if the number of parameters passed
to a method in a call action does not match, the export is
not completed). To create the UML class diagram showing
the evolved design (i.e. after the evolution mechanisms are
applied), the designer selects the file containing the evolved
design in graph form and enters the name of the class dia-
gram where the model will be drawn. Currently, sequence
diagram creation from the graph-based model is not imple-
mented,this is left as a future work.

7 Related Work

In our previous study [6], we have shown how evolution
operations can be formalized using graph rewriting; how-
ever, in that study we have not shown how these formalism
can be used. In this paper, we use graph transformations to
evolve the designs of object-oriented systems using evolu-
tion mechanisms.

Kobayasahi et al. [11] define steps and languages for in-
stantiating and evolving a template design pattern. These
steps are similar to ours; however, our evolution mecha-
nisms are not limited to design patterns and our evolution
operations are formalized using graph transformations.

Zhao et al. [18] present how design patterns can be
evolved correctly using graph transformations. They have
a similar approach to ours, in which the designer enters the
desired evolution and the tools evolve the design. Here, the

desired evolutions are expressed only in terms of the design
patterns. Our evolution instructions describe the change
type without the underlying design pattern; that is, for us the
design pattern is a way to achieve the evolution. Also, our
framework is not limited to design patterns. Moreover, we
use graph transformations for finding the evolution mecha-
nisms rather then using a linear search algorithm.

Mens et al. [13] model refactorings as graph transfor-
mation rules and use critical pair analysis to detect the de-
pendencies between refactorings. Refactorings are behavior
preserving changes that are made to improve the structure
of the software. The changes that we consider in this paper
are usually changes made to add functionality to the soft-
ware system and we formalize these changes by means of
evolution mechanisms such as design patterns. The CDE
tool at its current state rejects the evolution when evolution
instructions contain different types of evolution applied to
the same software entity. This is because such an evolution
can lead to an inconsistent design.

During evolution, the models of the software system can
become inconsistent. Mens et al. [14] use graph transfor-
mations to detect and to resolve such inconsistencies in
UML diagrams. They define a graph meta-model for object-
oriented systems and model inconsistencies as graph trans-
formations. The graph transformation rules are used to
search for the occurrence of the inconsistencies in the de-
sign. Their inconsistency search methodology is similar to
our evolution mechanism search. However, our aim is find-
ing the evolution mechanism and evolving the design.

Niere et al. [15] use graph transformation rules to de-
tect and recover the design patterns from source-code semi-
automatically. Their transformation rules look for the de-
sign pattern and add graph elements that mark the recovered
design pattern. Because design patterns can have variations,
they define sub-patterns for variations and design patterns
are described in terms of these sub-patterns. To handle vari-
ations in evolution mechanisms, our framework consists of
steps in which the evolution mechanisms are extracted. This
way, the variations can be found and modeled. Also, the ap-
proach presented by Niere et al. [15] can be combined with
our approach to handle variations.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described a framework for computer-
aided evolution of software designs. The main aim of
this framework is to overcome the limited documentation
problem for evolution mechanisms. Evolution mechanisms
are software structures that make certain evolutions eas-
ier. However, these mechanisms should be carefully doc-
umented; otherwise the designers need to recover the used
evolution mechanism from the design model or the source
code, which can be time consuming. This reduces the effect
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of using the evolution mechanism.
The proposed framework has both manual and automatic

steps. The manual steps involve finding the evolution mech-
anisms, the type of evolution they support and modeling
them using the graph model we present in this paper. We
have created a list of evolution mechanisms with the type
of evolution they support and presented in Table 2. Using
the type of evolutions the mechanisms support, we created
the evolution instruction language. In this language, the de-
signers need to specify the desired evolution type and the
names of the software entities that are going to be evolved.
Here, the designer only needs to know that the names she/he
inputs are in the design; however, the designer is not both-
ered with the details of the used evolution mechanism or
to which software entities these names are mapped to. The
graph models of the evolution mechanisms are modeled in
template forms. These graph models are put in to a database
with the type of evolution they support. We have devel-
oped the Computer-Aided Design Evolver (CDE) tool that
gets the evolution instructions in the form we present in this
paper, parses the instructions and according to the names
in the instructions it instantiates the template graph trans-
formation rules and executes the graph transformation tool
GROOVE, which then applies the graph transformations
and prints out guidelines for the designers.

The evolution mechanisms and the language can easily
be extended or adapted to the needs of organizations. For
certain evolutions, more then one evolution mechanism can
be applicable or more then one possible match can be found.
Currently, we only display the guidelines for each possi-
ble evolution path. However, we can use some heuristics
to eliminate the possible evolution paths. This is another
point that we plan to work out. We are also going to ex-
tend the UML to graph model converter so that evolution
mechanisms can be modeled in UML and then converted to
template graph transformation rules.
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